ICBM-PhD-Colloquium

Summer Term 2014

14.4. "Get together. Some words about the plans for the IPC"

5.5. Guest speaker Dr. Matthias Paetzel (assoc. prof.)

- Marine geology and fjord science
- Environmental geology and geochemistry
- Recent sedimentological and anoxic processes
- Internationalization - Coordinator "From Mountain to Fjord" & "Fjord Heritage"

19.5. Anna Friedrichs

Monitoring of Chl-a fluorescence in the water body by means of smartphones

Maren Stumm

Effects of ocean acidification on marine dissolved organic matter - a KOSMOS study

16.6. Georg Steinert

...Of sponges and bacteria

7.7. Siri Rackebrandt

Modelling the annual population dynamics of Antarctic krill

Anika Maria Pohlabeln

Dissolved organic sulfur in the ocean - a mass spectrometric investigation

Nicole Schwartz

Why are alien species such successful?

28.7. Lars Holinde

Bio-optical conditions in two fjord systems (West-Greenland)

Laura Verbeek

Science Slam talk